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HYPER GRINDER

*The machine includes: liquid tank, splash guard and kit velcro pad holder.TECHNICAL DATA

Model Motor
Watt Volt Hertz Speed

tools
Working
width

Tank
capacity

Size
LxAxP cm Weight Kg

HYPER CT 290 VS 750 110/220 50/60 330-770 rpm 290mm (11,5”) 2 lt 37x39x30 26

HYPER CT 330 VS 750 110/220 50/60 330-770 rpm 330mm (13”) 2 lt 37x39x34 27

Hyper Counter Top is a versatile planetary polisher ideal for grinding and polishing countertops, stairs, small 
areas, edges and corners and other narrow areas. Due to its powerful motor and counter-rotating planetary 
it is possible to grind and polish marble, granite and concrete. The machine is a class above current planetary 
countertop tools that are hand grinders retrofitted with a gear case to create a planetary effect but lack 
durability. These traditional hand grinders have a short life and are plagued by overheating motors and 
weak plastic gearing that melt with heavy use. A much higher level of finish is also achieved by its carefully 
studied planetary speed that makes the polishing process quick and effective whilst the machine remains 
extremely stable. The large motor (1hp) directly centered over the planetary gearbox helps this stability 
whilst providing a higher level of gloss than any other machine of this size and mobility. Can be used wet or 
dry, comes with a water tank and exhaust outlet. Also features an optional handle.
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3SETTING NEW STANDARD

Grinding & Polishing GRANITE

Grinding & Sanding PARQUET

Grinding & Polishing MARBLE

Diamond pads for light RESTORATION

Grinding & Polishing CONCRETE

ANTI-SLIP Flooring

The best portable planetary grinding and 
polishing machine for counter tops and stairs

Accessories and tools for every surface!!

  SANDING WOOD AND PARQUET



HYPER GRINDER

HYPER COUNTER TOP ACCESSORIES

Long Handle with 12lt Tank for 
grinding floors.

Short handle with 8lt tank for 
standing work on stairs. Steel Trolley. Velcro pad holder.

Giaguar Flex Yellow for marble 
polishing.

Giaguar Flex Green for concrete 
polishing.

Giaguar Flex Green for granite 
polishing.

Giaguar Flex Universal for 
universal applications.

Spiral for restoring and polishing 
concrete, marble, terrazzo and 

natural stone.

Hyper Shine Soft
for cleaning and polishing.

Hyper Shine Plus
to restore the gloss.

Spongelux for cleaning and 
polishing in a single step.

Highly flexible sandpaper for 
working on wood.

Mesh disc for precise and
 uniform sanding results.

Antique Brush to obtain an 
antique effect on wood, marble, 

stone and terracotta.

Metal tools for all types of 
concrete.

Metal tools for marble. Metal tools for granite. Ready Cool plate holder and 
Quick lock tools.

Resin bond X-Line series, for any 
type of surface.

 

HG HYPER GRINDER S.R.L
Via Chieti, 6 | 65121 Pescara (PE) | ITALY
P.Iva 02223280682 | hypergrinder@pec.it | Tel +39 085 9218160 
www.hypergrinder.com | info@hypergrinder.com R
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Your Official Dealer:


